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Structural electrical anisotropy in the crust at the2

South-Central Chilean continental margin as inferred3

from geomagnetic transfer functions4
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Wolfgang Soyer 2, Diane Eydam6

Freie Universität Berlin, Fachrichtung Geophysik, Malteserstr. 74-100, 12249 Berlin, Germany7

Abstract8

Induction vectors, as a visualization of geomagnetic deep sounding transfer functions, display9

an unique pattern at the South Chilean continental margin between latitudes 38-41◦S and10

longitudes 71-74◦W: At long periods of approx. 3 000 s their real parts are uniformly deflected11

from the W-E direction (which would be expected due to the coast effect and/or anomalies12

beneath the roughly N-S striking Andean mountain chain) to the NE. Attempts to model this13

behavior with simple and geologically realistic 3-D models failed, but a reasonable data fit was14

obtained by employing 2-D models with a structurally anisotropic, lower crust. This anisotropy15

hints at a deeply fractured, fluid-rich crust with a major strike direction of 40-50◦ (SW-NE),16

oblique to the continental margin and in accordance with the regional stress field in the region17

of the volcanic arc. A surprising result is that the anisotropy persists in the forearc and may18

even reach until the continental slope near the trench.19
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1 Introduction1

Magnetotelluric (MT) transfer functions are commonly displayed as appar-2

ent resistivities and phases, both derived from the ratio of horizontal electric3

and magnetic fields (impedance). If the vertical magnetic field has been mea-4

sured as well, the transfer function between vertical and horizontal magnetic5

fields (often termed ”tipper” because the secondary field of a lateral con-6

ductivity variation tilts the magnetic field out of its horizontal direction in7

a one-dimensional setting) may additionally be used to derive an image of8

electrical conductivity in the earth:9

Bz(T ) = Wx(T )Bx(T ) + Wy(T )By(T ), (1)10

where x,y,z denote cartesian, geomagnetic coordinates, B is geomagnetic in-11

duction and T is period. To distinguish it from MT sensu strictu this method12

is often referred to as Geomagnetic Deep Sounding (GDS).13

The complex-valued tipper W = (Wx, Wy)
t (t denotes transpose) is conve-14

niently displayed as an ”induction vector” or ”arrow” for both real and imag-15

inary parts, calculated according to:16

�P (T ) = Re{Wx(T )}�ex + Re{Wy(T )}�ey (2)17

�Q(T ) = Im{Wx(T )}�ex + Im{Wy(T )}�ey, (3)18

with �ex and �ey as unity vectors in x- and y-direction. Plotted on a map and19

if only a single, two-dimensional conductivity anomaly is present, real vectors20

point away from regions of enhanced conductivity, while imaginary vectors21

change sign at a period where the real parts are maximal. We employ the22
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commonly used term ”vector” here, but note that this expression should be23

used with care when several induction anomalies are coupled (Siemon, 1997).24

For reasons of simplicity presentation of real parts is usually preferred; plotting25

real vectors in unrotated coordinates is often referred to as ”Wiese convention”26

(Wiese, 1962). At an ocean margin induction vectors (should) point away from27

and perpendicularly to the coastline due to the high conductivity of seawater28

in the range of σ = 3 S/m; this is the so-called ”coast effect”, which may29

be observable far inland dependent on the resistivity (reciprocal of σ) of the30

continent.31

This simple image is obscured if conductivity distribution is 3-D and/or anisotropic.32

Then conclusions concerning electrical strike directions may not be drawn in-33

tuitively any more; this became particularly evident at the Chilean continental34

margin, where – despite of the elongated, 2-D appearance of the coastline over35

thousands of kilometers – induction vectors in many near-coastal regions do36

not point away from the coast, but rather obliquely or even parallel to it.37

2 Geological background and experiment layout38

We report here on observations in South-Central Chile between latitudes 38◦S39

and 41◦S (Fig. 1), where the oceanic Nazca plate is subducted beneath the40

South American continent and the great earthquake of 22 May 1960 (moment41

magnitude Mw = 9.5) initiated (Cifuentes, 1989). Subduction is oblique with42

an angle of ∼25◦ (i.e., N77◦E) with respect to the plate margin and with a43

current velocity of ∼6.5 cm/a (Klotz et al., 2006). The study area is located44

in the northernmost Patagonian (Neuquén) Andes and can be subdivided into45
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several main morphotectonic units (e.g., Folguera et al. (2006); Melnick et al.46

(2006)): 1) a narrow Coastal Platform comprising uplifted Tertiary marine47

and coastal sequences; 2) the Coastal Cordillera, formed by a Permo-Triassic48

accretionary complex and a late Palaeozoic magmatic arc; 3) the Longitudinal49

Valley, a basin filled with Oligocene-Miocene sedimentary and volcanic rocks,50

covered by Pliocene-Quaternary sediments; 4) the Main Cordillera, formed51

by the modern magmatic arc and intra-arc volcano-sedimentary basins; 5)52

the Loncopué Trough, already in Argentina, an extensional basin east of the53

Main Cordillera associated with abundant mafic volcanism; 6) the southern54

extension of the Agrio fold-and-thrust belt; and 7) the Mesozoic Neuquén55

Basin and the Cretaceous-Tertiary foreland basin to the east.56

Subduction at the Chilean margin started already in the late Paleozoic, while57

Andean evolution began in the Jurassic, associated with the opening of the58

South Atlantic Ocean. In the Cretaceous widespread plutonism occurred in the59

Coastal Cordillera and in the area of the volcanic arc, where the Patagonian60

Batholith was formed. South of 38◦S the position of the volcanic arc remained61

relatively constant through time with the exception of a significant broadening62

of the magmatic system (Muñoz et al., 2000) and an 80-100 km westward shift63

of the volcanic front in the late Oligocene-early Miocene with respect to its64

current position (Parada et al., 2007). This event was probably related to65

the breakup of the Farallon plate into Nazca and Cocos plates, respectively,66

and subsequent changes in plate convergence and subduction angle (Muñoz et67

al., 2000). For further description of the tectonic evolution see the overview68

articles by Stern (2004), Ramos and Kay (2006) and Glodny et al. (2006).69

The modern Principal Cordillera is dominated by the Holocene volcanoes of70

the Southern Andean Volcanic Zone, with some of the most active volca-71
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noes in South America, e.g., Villarrica, Llaima and Lonquimay (Gonzáles-72

Ferrán, 1994). The chain of stratovolcanoes is aligned parallel to the trench73

and along the Liquiñe-Ofqui Fault (LOF), a mega shear zone extending for74

over 1 000 km from the triple junction of Antarctic, South American and Nazca75

plates to ∼38◦S (Cembrano et al., 1996, 2007). A NW-SE – thus obliquely to76

the trench – oriented fault system crosses the arc and forearc (e.g., Melnick77

et al., 2006), which may have been of importance for a major eruption in the78

Cordon Caulle volcanic complex immediately after the Mw = 9.5 earthquake79

(Lara et al., 2004). The Lanalhue Fault, in particular, is regarded as an inher-80

ited, continuously reactivated, pre-Andean structure, which is associated with81

deep-reaching seismicity (Yuan et al., 2006).82

Two long-period magnetotelluric campaigns were conducted, an earlier one in83

2000 and an additional field experiment in austral summer 2004/2005, which84

also included an amphibious component employing sea-bottom instruments85

from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI). While the first exper-86

iment (Brasse and Soyer, 2001; Soyer, 2002) was carried out in the frame-87

work of the multi-disciplinary programme SFB267 ”Deformation Processes88

in the Andes”, the second one (Kapinos and Brasse, 2006) was part of the89

TIPTEQ project (”From the Incoming Plate to Megathrust Earthquakes”),90

with other subprojects dealing with passive and active seismology, gravity91

and geology/tectonics. Structural information at the South Chilean margin in92

the study area concerning Moho depths and geometry of the downgoing plate93

may particularly be inferred from a large number of recent seismic experiments94

(Bohm et al., 2002; Lüth and Wigger, 2003; Rietbrock et al., 2005; Haberland95

et al., 2006; Krawczyk et al., 2006).96

During the two campaigns, a total of 72 stations were deployed between the97
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Argentinian border and the Pacific Ocean, yielding electromagnetic (MT and98

GDS) transfer functions in the period range between 10 s – 20 000 s. On land,99

the network encompasses the areas of the Coastal Cordillera, the Central De-100

pression or Longitudinal Valley and the Principal Cordillera (see Fig. 1). The101

seafloor stations (from Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution) were deployed102

across the Peru-Chile trench during R/V Sonne cruise SO181. Since analysis103

of offshore sites is not completed yet, we restrict the following study to the104

onshore component of the experiment.105

3 2-D modeling – the standard isotropic approach106

An early modeling approach by inverting only impedance data was carried107

out by Brasse and Soyer (2001) for the central profile at 38.9◦S in Fig. 1,108

which corresponds to the seismic ISSA line (Lüth and Wigger, 2003). The109

major result was the detection of a good conductor beneath the Central Valley,110

probably associated with the Lanalhue Fault (formerly known as Gastre FZ,111

obliquely traversing the northern Patagonian Andes in a SE-NW direction),112

and a high conductivity zone beneath the volcanic arc.113

We extended this modeling study by incorporating tipper transfer functions114

and known a-priori information like highly accurate swath bathymetry data,115

obtained during several cruises of R/V Sonne (Scherwath et al., 2006); the116

result is shown in Fig. 2. Another feature included in the starting model is117

a highly-resistive slab of the subducted Nazca Plate, an assumption justified118

by EM measurements on the seafloor (Chave et al., 1991). As in the previous119

model a common strike direction of 0◦ was assumed, justified by multi-site,120

multi-frequency analysis of strike directions according to Smith (1997). Regu-121

5
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larized inversion was carried out with the non-linear conjugate gradient code122

of Rodi and Mackie (2001); the regularization parameter was set to τ = 10.123

Error floors were set to 20% for apparent resistivities, 5% for phases, and 0.1124

(absolute value) for real and imaginary parts of the tipper. Since tipper data125

are not consistent with impedance strike directions (see below), we used their126

projection on the y-(EW-)axis. Further details concerning inversion settings127

and sensitivity issues, which reach beyond the purpose of the study presented128

here, are described by Kapinos (2008).129

In terms of a root mean square error, the obtained data fit is remarkably130

good with a rms = 1.1; but note that this is mainly due to the relatively131

high error floor assigned to the tipper data. However, model structures do not132

change significantly if a different weighting of data relative to each other is133

applied (Kapinos, 2008). Furthermore, the main structures are only marginally134

affected, if different starting models are used (e.g., a homogeneous half space135

with the Pacific Ocean included). Since isotropic modeling is not the main136

topic of the study presented here, we skip discussion of data fit and sensitivities137

here and just investigate the major features of the model.138

As in Brasse and Soyer (2001) the main conductors (B, C and C’ in Fig. 2)139

are located beneath the Central Valley and the volcanic front. The highly-140

conductive zone C at mid-crustal depths beneath the volcanic arc seems par-141

ticularly interesting: The profile runs just south of Llaima volcano, and the142

model may simply image a large magma deposit beneath, but offset by ∼10 km143

to the east. Note that Llaima erupted violently on 1 January 2008 at the time144

of preparation of this manuscript, but also note that these data were collected145

already in 2000, and it is of course not known how this eruption may have af-146

fected the conductor by removing or relocating a significant part of the magma147

6
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deposit.148

The Central Valley conductor on the other hand, beneath the trace of the149

Lanalhue Fault, is unlikely to originate from partial melts due to temperature150

considerations in the (relatively cold) forearc – fluids are seen here as the main151

cause of elevated conductivities. A consistent feature is conductor D east of152

the eastern margin of the profile (already in Argentina) – although not truly153

resolved with respect to location and resistivity due to the lack of stations, it154

appears in all inversion runs. A preliminary explanation may lie again in a root155

zone for the Holocene backarc volcanism in the Loncopué Trough. However,156

only a future extension of the profile into Argentina could unambiguously157

answer this question.158

A very good conductor (A) appears west of the profile already beneath the159

ocean, overlying the downgoing plate. This structure is not seen when only160

crude bathymetry is taken into account (Brasse and Soyer, 2001) – this un-161

derlines the importance of exact bathymetry for near-coastal data. It may at162

first glance seem like an inversion artifact; however, it is also modeled at the163

northernmost TIPTEQ profile, where an additional offshore station was in-164

corporated (Kapinos, 2008). Furthermore, it correlates with a strong seismic165

reflector (Groß et al., 2007) beneath the TIPTEQ traverse. The origin of this166

structure remains enigmatic for the time being, but analysis of seismic tomog-167

raphy data suggests a possible low-velocity zone (Haberland, pers. comm.)168

and thus a fluid-rich accretionary wedge, perhaps fed by faults originating at169

the downgoing plate. Interestingly, the overall appearance of the model with170

its several conductors – particularly structure A off the coast – is quite similar171

to a model recently published by Soyer and Unsworth (2006) for the Cascadia172

subduction zone in SW Canada.173

7
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The subducted Nazca plate was modified in the course of the inversion process,174

leading to a much more heterogeneous image of the slab; additionally several175

poor conductors are now seen in the continental crust, rising from the plate176

interface. Apart from the main features in Fig. 2, minor structures also include177

the near-surface, but not-deep reaching sediments in the Central Valley in178

accordance with tectonic assumptions (H. Echtler, pers. comm.).179

Although the 2-D inversion model appears like a plausible result particularly180

with respect to the resolved conductive features beneath the profile, it cannot181

represent a ”true” model in an important aspect: its response only approxi-182

mates the vertical magnetic field data, which are significantly and systemat-183

ically distorted throughout the study area. Furthermore, the number of con-184

ductive ”blobs” of the model, resembling the study of Heise and Pous (2001),185

suggest a different, anisotropic approach. This is treated in the following sec-186

tions.187

4 GDS transfer functions in South-Central Chile188

The Chile trench reaches a depth of ∼4 600 m in the study area, yielding189

a conductance of 14 000 S (Siemens); taking into account the – presumably190

well-conducting – sedimentary filling this value should even be higher. Tipper191

magnitude directly at the coast is W ≈ 0.8 for long periods. This is not as192

large as would be the case near a deep ocean if the continental lithosphere193

would in total be highly-resistive (i.e., resistivity in the order of 1 000 Ωm or194

more). Thus the continent must generally be less resistive (a few hundred Ωm195

maximum) or must at least contain anomalous high-conductivity zones.196

8
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Given the average N10◦E trend of the trench and the similar overall course197

of the volcanic chain, it was expected that real parts of induction vectors198

would show a general W-E tendency. This is, however, not the case. Instead,199

at long periods, all real induction vectors point systematically NE for all sites200

in the measuring area, regardless on which geological unit data were collected201

(Fig. 3). Note that there is not a single site in the study area where this202

observation is opposed. Thus flow of anomalous current in the continent –203

itself caused by current concentration in the ocean parallel to the coast – is204

not NS as would be the case for a simple 2-D distribution of conductivity, but205

obliquely deflected on a large lateral scale.206

On the other hand, this effect is not observed at shorter periods: The coast207

effect is ”normal” and vectors in the Coastal Cordillera point roughly perpen-208

dicularly away from the shoreline (not necessarily perpendicular to the trench,209

since local bathymetry is dominating at short periods). This also rules out an210

instrumental effect as we initially suspected (and which gave rise to a later ex-211

tensive test program of stations near Niemegk geomagnetic observatory close212

to Berlin). Source effects should not play a significant role, too, because the213

study area is located in mid-latitudes and far from both polar and equatorial214

electrojets.215

An interesting effect is visible around highly active volcanoes Villarrica (al-216

titude 2 847 m) and Llaima (3 125 m, latest eruption in 2008), where a small217

network of sites was established: While induction vectors at 100-200 s point218

away from Villarrica at the closest sites, this is not seen at Llaima. Although219

all volcanic edifices lead to a topographic effect at their slopes, this cannot be220

the reason for the direction and magnitude of vectors at Villarrica. Since the221

slope of this mountain is only in the order of 25-30◦, topography signals in222

9
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MT transfer functions are restricted to short periods (<10 s) and only a static223

shift-like effect remains in apparent resistivities as was shown by 2-D and 3-D224

modeling of topographic effects in the central Andes (Eydam, 2008; Brasse225

and Eydam, 2008). We may thus assume that deeper in the crust beneath226

Villarrica a large-scale magma deposit might exist – note that the crater at227

the top of Villarrica is filled with a lava lake (Calder et al., 2004). A more228

detailed statement about conductivity distribution at depth below the vol-229

cano is not possible for the time being, since detailed 3-D modeling has not230

been carried out yet. Note that these long-period data only permit statements231

about the deeper crust; to assess a possible magma deposit just beneath the232

volcanic edifices would require measurements at shorter periods (AMT range)233

on a denser network.234

5 3-D modeling attempts to explain induction vectors235

It is obvious that the anomalous deflection of induction vectors cannot be236

explained by pure 2-D models. We therefore tested several simple 3-D ap-237

proaches to account for the deflection over a large area, in particular the N-S238

extent of at least 350 km (it is not known if transfer functions continue to be239

this anomalous to the north and south of the measuring area, but this may240

quite safely be assumed at least for some distance). Such models must incor-241

porate the Pacific Ocean with an average depth of ∼4.5 km and an almost N-S242

running coastline, and some other structure of large, regional extent which ac-243

counts for the deflection. For the computations the algorithm of Mackie et al.244

(1994) was applied; seawater resistivity was fixed at ρ = 0.3 Ωm.245

Test 1 : It may be possible that a layer with increasing conductance (conductivity-246

10
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thickness product) from south to north exists at some depth in the crust or247

even in the upper mantle. This may indeed explain the induction vectors but248

leads to inherently large conductances in the northern part (and unrealistic249

conductivities if layer thickness is not changed accordingly). Furthermore there250

exists no geological evidence whatsoever for such a layer and the idea is thus251

abandoned here.252

Test 2 : South of the southernmost site begins archipelagic Chile, i.e., the Cen-253

tral Depression is submerged and the Coastal Cordillera becomes a chain of254

islands, with Isla de Chiloé being the largest (not shown in Fig. 1). The dis-255

tribution of seawater masses causes therefore a deflection of induction vectors256

near latitude 41◦S, but according to our model results this effect does not257

reach far enough to the north, taking the known water depths into account.258

Test 3 : At 45-46◦S, i.e., 450-550 km south of the study area the Chile Rise is259

subducted beneath the continent; this is the triple junction between Antarctic,260

Nazca and South American plates. It may be speculated that the location261

of the triple junction is associated with a deep seated plume structure of262

enhanced conductivity. Such a hypothetic good conductor (resistivity 1 Ωm)263

was incorporated into the 3-D model (which also takes the irregular coastline264

into account); the response is shown in Fig. 4. Again, the model response is265

only compatible with the data at the southernmost sites of the measuring266

area; in the north vectors point strictly W-E.267

Summarizing, simple and (geologically) realistic 3-D models explaining the268

observed induction vectors could not be found (which does of course not ex-269

clude more detailed classes of models, see later). We therefore tested another270

approach, the simulation of a deeply fractured crust with anisotropic 2-D271

11
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models.272

6 2-D models with anisotropy: some principal considerations273

Under anisotropy we may either understand micro-anisotropy as an inherent274

rock property or structural (pseudo- or macro-) anisotropy; in both cases the275

inductive scale length (”wave length”) of fields in the earth is larger than the276

width of individual structural units which are thus not resolvable separately.277

We may assign either one or two directions to high conductivity: The first case278

may be interpreted as simulating a system of line currents while the second279

may be regarded as an image of a sequence of fault planes. A ratio of �100280

between directions of low and high conductivity seems reasonable if we assign281

the resistive part to the host rock and the conductive one to possible fault282

planes, assumed to be fluid-rich in the damage zone of the fault core.283

Full anisotropy has to account for 6 variables, the 3 principal resistivities,284

strike, dip and slant (cf., Pek and Verner, 1997). Due to the resulting com-285

plexity we varied only the first 4 parameters leaving dip and slant constant at286

90◦ and 0◦, respectively. Dip and slant (if not too large) have a much smaller287

influence on transfer functions than the other parameters. Since ρz has only288

minor influence on induction vectors at least distant from the coast, this quan-289

tity was set equal to ρx for most model experiments.290

If an anisotropic layer – extending to infinity in horizontal directions – is291

present in an otherwise isotropic and homogeneous or layered half space, a split292

of impedance phases and apparent resistivities is observed while the vertical293

magnetic field is zero; the vertical components of the secondary field from the294

12
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parallel current lines – or planes – superpose destructively. A vertical field only295

arises if the anisotropic layer is bounded or if some other lateral inhomogeneity296

is present, in our case mainly from the coast effect at the Chilean margin.297

Under 2-D isotropic conditions only the Wy component of the tipper would298

exist due to the basically N-S trending coastline and trench. Here, however,299

Wx is of similar magnitude at long periods.300

First we evaluate the responses of several principal models as outlined in Fig. 5.301

The following plots (Fig. 6) are for periods of T = 102.4 s and 3277 s, respec-302

tively, corresponding to period bands at which transfer functions are estimated303

by the time series analysis scheme. We thus analyze responses at periods cor-304

responding to relatively short and large penetration depths. Calculations were305

carried out employing the algorithms of Pek and Verner (1997) and Li (2002);306

both yield comparable results.307

(1) An anisotropic layer between z = 5 km and 20 km, bounded at y = 20 km308

and y = 200 km is embedded in a homogeneous half space of resistivity 300 Ωm.309

Resistivities of the layer are set to ρx = ρz = 1 Ωm and ρy = 300 Ωm, anisotropy310

strike to α = 45◦. The conductive axis thus strikes SW-NE. We neglect any311

non-zero dip or slant and simply assume vertical conductive planes. Vertical312

resistivity has only minor influence on the vertical magnetic field at the surface313

(in contrast to impedance, which we don’t further investigate here) and only314

near the layer boundaries. The response of this model is shown in Fig. 6:315

At both margins of the anisotropic block significant induction vectors are316

observed, pointing NW in the west and SE in the east (i.e., both perpendicular317

to strike); above the center of the block the combined effect of both margins318

results in a vanishing vertical field. According to depth of penetration vectors319

are largest for shorter periods – for longer periods penetration depth increases320
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and the layer is too shallow to have a major effect.321

(2) Since the observed induction vectors display a significant Wx component322

from the coast until the Argentinian border, the anisotropy has to persist323

eastward beyond the station network. This is taken into account by removing324

the layer bound in the east. Because no data exist in Argentina at this latitude,325

we have no information on the eastern margin of the layer and simply set it326

to infinity. Furthermore, a large Wx component is present also at coastal site327

PUR and even at sea-bottom site OB7 20 km offshore on the northern profile328

(Kapinos and Brasse, 2006) as well as on Isla Mocha (O. Ritter, pers. comm.).329

Therefore the western margin has to be extended below the ocean; here it is330

arbitrarily set to y = -20 km. As expected, oblique induction vectors are only331

observed at the western margin, but now the effect is largest for long periods332

due to the infinite extent towards east.333

(3) The Pacific Ocean is simulated by a conductive half layer with a thickness334

of 5 km. For the time being we neglect the actual bathymetry and place the335

block at y = -80 km from the coast, i.e., 60 km away from the anisotropic336

layer. We also neglect dependence of seawater conductivity on salinity and337

temperature (i.e., water depth) and set it to an average value of σ = 3.3 S/m338

(ρ = 0.3 Ωm).339

The third model already grossly explains the observed induction vectors at340

long periods: They point NE over the whole profile, slowly decreasing in length341

with distance from the ocean. This behavior is not difficult to understand: If342

ocean and anisotropic layer are separated far enough from each other and343

thus not coupled, we may simply carry out a vector addition of contributions344

originating from the ocean and the layer, respectively (Fig. 7). Accordingly345
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the E-pointing ”ocean vector” and the NW-directed ”anisotropy vector” yield346

a combined vector pointing towards NE. Both real parts of Wx and Wy are347

positive in this case. At short periods the ocean effect is smaller due to the348

distance from the ocean with its crude geometry adopted here (note that349

this characteristic does not conform with observation and a more realistic350

bathymetry has to be incorporated; see below). Imaginary parts remain small351

in all cases, they are discussed later.352

If, however, the anisotropic layer extends below the ocean, the anomalous fields353

of both structures will be coupled. Then a simple vector addition does not354

suffice; e.g., the secondary field of the anisotropic layer induces a ”secondary355

secondary” field in the ocean which is no longer N-S but rather obliquely356

oriented with respect to the coast. This is taken into account by the mod-357

eling algorithm (Fig. 7). For further discussion on coupled anomalies in the358

anisotropic case see, e.g., Weidelt (1999) and Soyer (2002).359

From these fundamental considerations it is immediately evident, that the360

anisotropy strike does not reflect the NW-SE oriented fault pattern as dis-361

played in Fig. 1. Highly conductive planes in that direction would produce362

SE-oriented induction vectors; thus information from tippers reveals other,363

less obvious structures (see discussion below).364

(4) As already mentioned above, the uniform pattern of induction vector de-365

flection is only observed at periods > 1 000 s, while at shorter periods local366

effects come into play. In a 4th test we thus shifted the anisotropic layer into367

the lower crust, i.e., it is located now between 20 and 38 km. As can be seen368

in Fig. 6, this approach also reproduces the oblique vectors and differences to369

the responses of model (3) are only minor. It is thus difficult to discriminate370
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between upper and lower crustal anisotropy from one period alone, and the371

full period range has to be taken into account.372

7 Anisotropic models for the Chilean margin373

Due to the large number of parameters involved when carrying out 2-D anisotropic374

modeling, the search for a model that fits real and imaginary tippers at all375

sites for all frequencies, and that is preferably somehow geologically realistic is376

a time-consuming issue. Like in the preceding section we set slant, dip to con-377

stant values and varied only ρx, ρy (with ρz = ρx) and anisotropy strike α plus378

the isotropic background resistivities. Some of the features of the isotropic 2-D379

inversion results (see Fig. 2) were incorporated and adjusted where necessary.380

The resulting model is displayed in Fig. 8 – calculated for the central profile of381

Fig. 1. It incorporates a homogeneous background with a resistivity of 200 Ωm,382

an anisotropic layer in the lower crust and the Pacific Ocean with detailed383

bathymetry, taken from ETOPO2 data and swath bathymetry obtained during384

several cruises of R/V Sonne (Scherwath et al., 2006). The subducting oceanic385

Nazca slab is modeled as a poor conductor with a vertical extent of 150 km386

(lower limit not shown in Fig. 8). The dip angle of the slab is provided by387

seismological studies (Bohm et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2006) and the TIPTEQ388

seismic transect along the northern MT profile (Groß et al., 2007).389

The trench contains a sediment filling with a thickness of about 2 km (Völker390

et al., 2006) and with presumably low (but unknown) resistivity. The filling391

and its geometry – known from offshore reflection seismology (e.g., Sick et al.,392

2006) – is roughly taken into account by assigning an arbitrary low resistivity393
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(5 Ωm), which suffices if only onshore (i.e., far away) stations are investigated.394

The same resistivity is set for the uppermost oceanic crust. We used also in-395

formation from the isotropic inversion; particularly the near surface structures396

are motivated by isotropic models and allowed to fit at least in a crude man-397

ner the short-period induction vectors. On the other hand the compatibility398

between the isotropic and anisotropic models shows that they complement399

rather than oppose each other.400

We carried out numerous tests to constrain upper and lower boundaries of the401

anomalous, anisotropic layer. Without going into further detail here it may be402

concluded that one cannot resolve (as might be expected) the thickness of the403

anisotropic layer; in our model it reaches until Moho depths. The crust-mantle404

boundary lies at 35-45 km depth in South Chile as inferred from seismological405

studies (e.g., Krawczyk et al., 2006; Asch et al., 2006). Since the deflection406

of induction vectors persists for offshore stations until the trench (Kapinos407

and Brasse, 2006), the anisotropic layer may not be located at mantle depths,408

because the downgoing slab would cut this layer apart. It is additionally not409

easy to constrain the upper limit of the layer since, at short periods, induction410

vectors show more local (also 3-D) features which are difficult to implement.411

It would be unrealistic to assume that in a subduction zone setting (con-412

sidering the movement of plates, resulting stress field and the oblique faults413

traversing the study area) the anisotropic layer will stay intact (unharmed) at414

the regional scale. It is rather to expect that features like resistivity or strike415

direction will change along the profile and which will also be reflected in the416

induction vectors. Indeed, the best fitting is obtained by dividing the anoma-417

lous layers in sections with minor variations in the anisotropic parameters.418

The values of resistivities in x-, y- and z-directions and the strikes are shown419
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in Fig. 8. The ocean primarily accounts for the length of induction vectors420

near the coast while the strike of anisotropy is responsible for the deflection421

from W-E. The minimum of vector lengths at ∼75 km may be accounted for422

by introducing a homogeneous and isotropic block at the location where the423

profile crosses the Lanalhue Fault, in accordance with the isotropic inversion424

results.425

In the model of Fig. 8 this anisotropy strike – i.e., the conductive axis – is basi-426

cally running NE-SW. This strike direction is also motivated by the horizontal427

stress field and lineaments of minor eruptive centers along the Liquiñe-Ofqui428

lineament (López-Escobar et al., 1995), which is discussed later.429

Note that MT and GDS data are usually measured in geomagnetic coordinates430

and the coordinate system used here is set accordingly. Since the declination431

of the main geomagnetic field is in the order of N10◦E (incidentally similar432

to the direction of the trench and the volcanic chain), it has to be taken into433

account when comparing geomagnetic results with geographic directions. A434

geomagnetic strike direction of 50◦ thus corresponds to geographic N60◦E.435

Also note that anisotropy persists along the whole profile and extends below436

the volcanic arc (where induction vectors are small but still deflected) and437

even into Argentina, east of the easternmost site location. Introducing an438

isotropic good conductor below or to the east of the profile levels the amount439

of induction vectors and debases the fitting considerably. The model in Fig. 8440

also includes near-surface, well-conducting sediments (ρ = 40 Ωm with a very441

thin layer of resistivities of 10 Ωm on top, which is not visible in the plot) in the442

Central Depression and the B́ıo-B́ıo valley. The thickness of these sediments is443

not known and was arbitrarily set to 2 km. Finally, Fig. 9 shows the modeled444
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and measured transfer functions for real and imaginary parts at all periods445

along the central profile. Apart from responses at short periods (and at long446

periods for the imaginary part) the data fit is reasonable.447

We can of course not rule out that a certain degree of anisotropy exists in the448

uppermost continental mantle or in parts of the upper crust. In the 1st case449

this is not resolvable, in the 2nd case a possible difference between ρx and ρy450

could be so small that it has only negligible influence. We may also discard a451

possible anisotropy of the oceanic crust (which might intuitively be the case452

due to the numerous fracture zones entering the subduction system) as the453

cause for induction vector deflection – model studies showed that its influence454

would not reach far enough along the profile on the continent.455

8 Discussion456

The deduced overall preference direction of electrical conductivity (NE-SW)457

does not agree with the image of faults in the South-Central Andes, striking458

obliquely (NW-SE) to the continental margin as shown in Fig. 1 (Melnick et459

al., 2006), as could originally be suspected. Apart from the Lanalhue Fault –460

consistently modeled as a good conductor in both isotropic and anisotropic461

approaches – the strike direction in the lower crust is rather perpendicular to462

the overall forearc fault pattern. The (structural) deep-crustal anisotropy also463

crosses the most prominent mega shear zone in Chilean Northern Patagonia,464

the ∼N10◦E striking Liquiñe-Ofqui Fault Zone (LOF) which extends from the465

triple junction area at ∼46◦S until 38◦S, where it terminates at the B́ıo-B́ıo-466

Aluminé Fault (BBAF). The LOF is assumed to largely control volcanism in467

S. Chile (e.g., Cembrano et al., 1996) because many of the Quaternary and468
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active volcanoes are aligned along this lineament.469

The structural anisotropy has to continue eastwards across the border into470

Argentina for at least several tens of kilometers, perhaps until the backarc471

volcanic centers of the Loncopué trough. The lateral extent to the east cannot472

be constrained, as there are no stations at this latitude in Argentina (the473

closest stations from the University of Washington and INGEIS Buenos Aires474

are still several hundred km to the north; J.R. Booker and C. Pomposiello,475

pers. comm.). On the other side of the Andean range, the anisotropy reaches476

most likely until the plate interface, at least significantly beneath the Pacific477

Ocean. The N-S extension of the anomalous zone is again not known due to478

missing data N of 38◦S and S of 41◦S.479

A hint at the cause of the structural anisotropy comes from an early ob-480

servation by Nakamura (1977): Different from the ∼N10◦E alignment of the481

large stratovolcanoes along the LOF, minor eruptive centers, parasitic vents482

and flank craters in the Central Southern Volcanic Zone are predominantly483

aligned in a NE-SW direction. Nakamura (1977) related this preference di-484

rection to the maximum horizontal stress SH in the arc region and assumed485

a system of dikes enabling the rise of molten or partially molten material to486

the surface. López-Escobar et al. (1995) and Muñoz et al. (2000) refined this487

study by analyzing the geochemistry of rocks and their source region. Indeed,488

most of the samples they analyzed are of mainly basaltic composition (in con-489

trast to the more andesitic-basaltic composition of the large stratovolcanoes),490

indicating a short residence time of magmas in the crust. The generally NE-491

SW oriented stress in this part of the Chilean margin (Assumpcão, 1992) was492

recently confirmed by Reuther and Moser (2007) for the uppermost crust un-493

til depth of ∼500 m. The analysis of 2nd order structures (lineaments, dikes,494
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drainage anomalies) by Rosenau et al. (2006) gives further evidence of the495

importance of the NE-SW direction.496

According to Shaw (1980) dikes in the crust develop perpendicular to the di-497

rection of minimal effective stress (S3). The maximum horizontal stress may498

then either be S1 or S2. In a strike-slip environment (like the Southern Vol-499

canic Zone) S1 and S3 are horizontal while S2 is vertical, thus allowing partial500

melts and fluids to rise in vertical dikes, parallel to SH . Local features (e.g.,501

gravitational load from the stratovolcanoes and the mountain range as such)502

may modify the overall stress pattern – this may in turn lead to local devi-503

ations of induction vector directions and to slightly different conclusions on504

anisotropy directions along the 3 profiles in the study area.505

Our findings concerning structural anisotropy (if we regard it as a measure of a506

deeply fractured crust, but being unable to resolve individual dikes/faults due507

to wavelength considerations) strongly support the assumption of Nakamura508

(1977) and López-Escobar et al. (1995). The surprising result is, however,509

that the crust has to be deeply fractured in the forearc as well. Due to low510

temperatures in the forearc crust the conductive phase cannot be any partial511

melt here – instead we have to assume a relatively cold, but fluid-rich crust512

or even, at least partly, an occurrence of metallic phases. The extension of513

anisotropy beneath the Coastal Cordillera would be in accordance with the514

broadening of the mid-Tertiary volcanic arc until the Pacific coast, where515

volcanic outcrops occur south of our actual study area at 41◦S (Muñoz et al.,516

2000). Our results suggest that this magmatic event may have reached even517

further to the west, beyond the coastline and perhaps until the continental518

slope.519
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Unfortunately the model in Fig. 8 explains the impedances only in a crude520

manner. For the time being we have been unable to construct a model which521

satisfactorily fits both magnetotelluric and vertical magnetic field observa-522

tions; this constitutes the next task for the evaluation of the data set. How-523

ever, several features of the model presented here correspond to the isotropic524

impedance model (Brasse and Soyer, 2001), in particular the enhanced con-525

ductivity below the Central Depression and the generally higher conductivities526

beneath the volcanic arc. The characteristics of induction vectors outside the527

area depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 are not known and it would thus be a rewarding528

effort to establish further sites to the north of the B́ıo-B́ıo Fault and to the529

south in archipelagic Chile.530
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Fig. 1. Shaded relief map of the study area at the South Chilean margin. Topogra-

phy is based on SRTM (NASA), swath bathymetry is from various cruises of R/V

Sonne (Scherwath et al., 2006), fault traces (black lines) are modified from Mel-

nick et al. (2006). Faults mentioned in the text: LOF Liquiñe-Ofqui, LF Lanalhue,

MVF Mocha-Villarrica and BBAF B́ıo-B́ıo-Aluminé Fault, respectively. CC denotes

Coastal Cordillera, LV Longitudinal Valley, VA volcanic arc; mN is magnetic north

with a declination of 10◦E from geographic N. Stars indicate sites from recent cam-

paign 2004/2005, circles from 2000; SMG1-3 are monitoring sites operated by GFZ

Potsdam.
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Fig. 2. 2-D model for the central profile, obtained by jointly inverting for TE and

TM mode app. resistivities and phases as well as tipper. The model is similar to that

of Brasse and Soyer (2001) with the exception of the westernmost conductor A west

of the profile, which appears if exact bathymetry (Scherwath et al., 2006) is taken

into account. B is the conductor associated with the Lanalhue Fault, C is beneath

the volcanic front (just south of Llaima volcano, which erupted again in 2008), C’ is

a minor conductor at the eastern margin of the Principal Cordillera (volcanic arc)

and D is a conductor already in the backarc of Argentina, probably associated with

volcanism in the Loncopué Trough. The subducted slab – entered as a homogeneous

poor conductor (resistivity 1000 Ωm) in the start model – is broken into more and

less resistive domains. For resolution and further explanation see text.
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Fig. 3. Real induction vectors in South Chile from two campaigns in 2000 and

2004/2005. Left: At 102 s they display the coast effect near the Pacific Ocean and

several local anomalies, particularly around Villarrica volcano in contrast to Llaima

volcano, which does not show an effect (the latter data were obtained in early 2005).

Right: Deflection of vectors at a period of 3 277 s from the expected W-E direction

over the entire study area.
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Fig. 4. Plan view of 3-D test model (no. 3 in text) at a depth of 245 m. Real induction

vectors at a period of 3 000 s are simulated for a N-S profile in the Longitudinal

Valley. The model comprises the ocean, the island of Chiloé, the Gulf of Ancud,

and a deep mantle anomaly in the area of the triple junction 200 km to the south

of the plot margin. This class of 3-D models may not explain induction vectors in

the northern study area.
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Fig. 5. Principle 2-D models incorporating the Pacific Ocean and an anisotropic layer

in the upper crust. (1) The anisotropy is bounded on both sides in EW direction.

(2) Layer is extended to the W and unbounded to the E. The top of the downgoing

Nazca plate is outlined by a blue line, positions of receivers, where responses are

calculated, are indicated by inverted triangles. For parameters see text.
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Fig. 6. Response (tipper) of the models from Fig. 5; left for 102 s, right for 3 277 s.

Re W is the real part of tipper transfer function, P denotes real-valued induction

vector. (1) Bounded anisotropic layer with Wx and Wy on top, (2) layer unbounded

to the E, (3) unbounded layer, now with ocean, and (4) as (3), but layer in lower

crust. For further explanation see text.
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Fig. 7. Induction vectors near (left) and farther (right) from the coast. P1: vector

originating from the coast effect above an otherwise homogeneous and isotropic

halfspace, P2: from the anisotropic layer, P3: vector addition of P1 and P2, P4:

correct vector with modeled anisotropy.
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Fig. 8. 2-D anisotropic model yielding the (so far) best fitting response. The

anisotropic layer is broken by an isotropic block; in addition the sediments of the

Longitudinal Valley (LV) and below the B́ıo-B́ıo river (BV) are introduced as a good

conductor. Upper left corner shows resistivities of anisotropic blocks in principal di-

rections and strike angle. Upper right: Comparison of model response (filled arrows)

with data (open arrows) for the real part of induction vectors at 3277 s along the

profile.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of model response (bottom) with data (top) for all periods along

the profile (left: real, right: imaginary parts). The model reproduces the main ten-

dency of real and imaginary tipper components with the exception of short-period

data, which are distorted by local, probably 3-D effects.
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